ABSTRACT
Introduction
For a long period the fractional calculus, that has derivatives and integrals of non-natural decree, was originated as a purely theoretic domain [1, 2] . Recently, it's been depicted that it could be used to explicate certain tangible problems, and likewise for procedures where memory upshots are crucial [3] . In this way, although the classical derivative establishes the instantaneous modification of a function, the parameter of the fractional derivative can be inferred as a memory indicator of the fluctuation of the function, allowing the former instants. Referable to this understanding, in last years, fractional calculus bears productively implemented to dissimilar areas [4, 5] . It's also concerning to observe a few modern works in order to find appropriate fractional analogues of the so-called particular functions [6] [7] [8] . There are several definitions -Riemann, Liouville, Caputo, Grunwald-Letnikov, Marchaud, Weyl, Riesz, Feller, and others-for fractional derivatives and integrals, (see e.g. [1, 2, 9, 10] and references therein). These diverseness of definitions flows from the fact that fractional operators acquire a different kernel representations in different function spaces. In a recent work Caputo and Fabrizio [11] preceded a new fractional derivative, analysis e.g. in [12] .
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flows of acquitting fluids stimulated because of buoyancy effects originating from density fluctuations in the gravitational domain are found in several natural phenomena and technological arrangements.
If fluent is incompressible then the density fluctuation owed to vary in pressure is minimal. All the same, the density variation referable to inhomogeneous inflaming and chemical reaction can't be ignored as this is responsible for innate convection. Probe of interaction of international enforced magnetic flux to the natural convection boundary layer generation, atomic directing, boundary layer assure in polymer treating and aerodynamics etcetera. Due to diverse applications of MHD boundary layer flows of conducting fluids a lot of investigators have enquired the tempt of magnetic field on hydromagnetic currents [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . If a partly ionized fluent with low density (plasma) is interacted with a substantial magnetic field the phenomena of Hall and ion-slip effects inherit the characterization and for specified fluids the inducted electric current (Hall and ion-slip currents) is admitted in generalized Ohm's law for a proceeding conductor (Cramer and Pai [24] ).
In all of these research probes fluid is counted to be Newtonian. However, the dynamics of non-Newtonian fluid is considered significantly as it has general applications in plastic fabricating procedure, execution of paints and lubricators, food preserving and in geophysical and biological fluids. Viscoelastic fluid is one of the sub-categories of non-Newtonian fluid. Walters and Beared [25] has portrayed a classical research paper on the two-dimensional stagnation Propelled from the diverse progressive and engineering applications, latterly many extensive research probes have been demonstrated by the researchers [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] to canvas the dynamics of viscoelastic fluid by applying respective computational and analytical techniques. Influence of magnetic field on elastic viscous fluid is studied significantly due to its various applications in many fields of scientific discipline and applied science, in particular, in geophysical science, fluid engineering, and petroleum and chemical engineering. Hayat et al. [30] portrayed an analytical bailiwick on hydromagnetic oscillating flow of a rotating second grade fluid bounded by poriferous plate using Laplace transform method. Siddheshwar and Mahabaleshwar [31] canvassed MHD flow of a viscoelastic liquid and heat transfer over a stretching sheet with radiation and heat source. Ghasemiet al. [32] discussed heat carry-over features of viscoelastic MHD flow of Walters'-B fluid over a non-isothermal unfolding sheet. Prakashet al. [33] examined heat transfer features of 
Statement of the problem
Consider the unsteady free convective flow of an electrically conducting, incompressible non-Newtonian Walters-B fluid over an upright rigid plate at y = 0, driven by buoyancy force due to concentration and temperature differences, occurring upward beside the plate. The x-axis is taken parallel to the plate in upward direction and y-axis is normal to plane of the plate. The flow is subject to a uniform magnetic field of strength applied normal to the plate.
It is assumed that the magnetic Reynolds number is very small and the induced magnetic field is neglected. Furthermore, the electric field due to polarization of charges is negligible as there is no electric field. Initially for , both the fluid and plate are at rest and at uniform temperature and concentration After time t > 0, the plate starts to accelerate in its own plane with exponential acceleration and the concentration and temperature level are lowered or raised to And . Also set of governing equation is given under the usual
with initial and boundary conditions
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Dropping out the star notation, our problem reduces to the set of following dimensionless partial differential
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To obtain a model with fractional derivative replace integer derivative of order one with non-integer order α. 
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where Caputo-Fabrizio time-fractional derivative [11] is define by 
Heat transfer rate from plate to the fluid in terms of Nusselt number can be obtained by using the following expression and expressed in terms of generalized G-function. 
Species Concentration for
Applying the Laplace transform to Eq. (13) and using Eq. (9) the, we find that 
Mass transfer rate from plate to the fluid in terms of Sherwood number can be obtained by using the following expression. 
Applying the Laplace transform to Eq. (13) and using the corresponding initial conditions, we find that
The Eq. (27) is second order non-homogeneous differential equations and its solution subject to condtions (28) is 
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Numerical Results and discussions
Generalized Walters-B fluid model is being solved analytically by applying the Laplace transform method satisfying all levied initial and boundary conditions. Numerical results for velocity, concentration and temperature are shown graphically for respective parameters like effective the Prandtl number, , the magnetic field parameter M, the permeability of porous medium K, the radiation conductivity parameter Nr, the ratio of buoyancy forces N, the Schmidt number Sc, the fractional parameter α and time t. It can be seen from the figure that by increasing the value of Nr the temperature of the fluid increases. Physically, larger the value of parameter R, the ratio of conductivity dominates across the radiation. Consequently the boundary layer thickness also increases. Concentration is diagrammed versus y in Figure 4 for several fractional parameter α. It can be envisioned that by increasing the value of α concentration increases and is minimum near the plate.
Effect of parameter of permeability of porous medium K can be checked in Figure 5 which is plotted against y by fixing the values of other parameters. It can be seen that concentration is a decreasing function of K. Effect of dimensionless Schmidt number Sc on concentration can be seen from Figure 6 . It is evident that by increasing the value of Sc the concentration decreases which is due to the reason that for larger values of Sc molecular diffusivity decreases and it leads to decrement the boundary layer of concentration.
Variation of  on fluid's velocity is drawn in Figure 7 . It is distinctly figured that by maximizing the value of  velocity also step-ups. It is because of the fact that by employing fractional model flow can be raised; i-e the fractional fluid has greater velocity than ordinary fluid.
Velocity of the Walter's fluid decrements by raising the value of chemical reaction parameter K, as pictured in Velocity is a decreasing function of Walter's parameter as shown in Figure 13 . Figure 14 is plotted to check influence of time on fluid's velocity. It can be figured that by maximizing the value of time fluid's velocity also step-ups. As we increase the value of effective Prandtl number , as well as Walter's parameter , velocity decreases.
Fractional viscid fluid shows higher velocity than fractional Walters-B fluid.
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